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Introduction: The Open Source Digital Commons is Linux

Linux – and not just Linux on the server, but Linux on the desktop – is now a global phenomenon of massive proportions. Why is that? Of course, there are many reasons. In many countries, the lower cost of Linux coupled with the ability of the operating system to run well on older hardware are certainly key factors contributing to widespread adoption of this Open Source operating system. However another key reason is … Unicode.

The open and free nature of Linux technologies is spurring a rapid global movement to make Linux fully accessible in numerous languages and emerging markets. Businesses and organizations who understand that Linux is becoming the backbone of a global Digital Commons stand poised to benefit from the freedoms, technical opportunities, and cost savings of this open source platform.

In this talk, I will discuss how Unicode is being implemented in key Linux technologies from "glibc" to "X". Although this is a technical talk, I intend to provide a broad survey that I hope will allow you to “see the forest for the trees” and thus enable you – regardless of whether you are a developer, manager, or just a curious user – to make informed decisions about Linux internationalization technologies and globalization software.
The talk is divided into three parts:

1. **A brief Linux globalization survey.**
   One day while surfing the web I came across a project to localize the KDE desktop into *Latin*. This piqued my curiosity. Who would need their computer desktop in Latin? The Pope? Maybe. Classicists? Maybe. I was surprised to think that there are people out there who, instead of studying Cicero and Ovid, are trying to translate KDE into Latin. Perhaps they are following in the footsteps of Caesar: *Veni, vidi, vici*!
   If KDE was being translated even into a classical language like Latin, I wondered into what other languages KDE and Gnome were being translated?

   So, to what extent is Linux globalized today? To give you a feel of how big this phenomenon is, we will start off with an overview of the globalization of Linux.

2. **A discussion of core Unicode infrastructure technologies in Linux.**
   Linux localization projects don’t happen by magic. Besides linguistic, editorial and other skills, people need software tools to make all of this happen. And those software tools need to work on top of a solid, Unicode-based infrastructure. What is that infrastructure and how does it work? We’ll take a quick tour in this part of the talk.

3. **An introduction to software used in the globalization of Linux.**
   Finally, what are some of the tools that are facilitating projects like the KDE Latin localization and the rapid globalization of Linux in general? We’ll explore a few of them in the final part of the talk.

---

1. “I came, I saw, I conquered!” Julius Caesar’s report to the Senate after defeating Pharnaces II, king of Pontus in Asia Minor, in 47 B.C.E.
Part One: 

Linux Globalization Survey

To what extent is Linux globalized today?

Part One: Linux Globalization Survey

In this part of the talk we'll explore the extent to which Linux is currently globalized ...
To set the stage for this talk, I'd like to review some aspects of the Open Source development process that impact Linux and the globalization of Linux in significant ways.

First, Linux is an **open** system. The “guts” of Linux are completely exposed for everyone to download from the internet and review. Not only is the source code available, but all of the data and meta data required for a complete system are also just a few downloads away. Locale data for hundreds of countries and regions are available. Localized translations for major components of the KDE and Gnome desktops, as well as for software like Mozilla/Firefox, are also freely available.

Second, Linux development is **multicentric** and **collaborative**. In addition to the big corporate players like Redhat, Novell SuSE, and IBM, we are now also witnessing the creation of non-profit foundations like the Mozilla Foundation\(^1\) and the Apache Software Foundation\(^2\). These foundations are beginning to provide long-term vision, legal and financial security for Open Source projects that provide immense community value in their own right. Within the legal frameworks provided by Open Source licenses like the GNU General Public License (GPL)\(^3\), everybody in the community can, and does, rely on the resources provided by others. In this multicentric, collaborative universe, similar but different projects, like the KDE and Gnome desktop projects, can co-exist and flourish.

Third, Linux development is **evolutionary**. With an extremely active and large world-wide community of developers, software evolves on very short time scales. In this system, software that is perceived by the community as having value usually evolves very rapidly to become extremely stable and functional. As people tend to enjoy things written in their own languages and using their own regional conventions, it is only natural that the localization of Linux is assigned a high priority, and thus it is proceeding rapidly.

---

Let's start by looking at the state of localization in the two most popular Linux desktops: KDE and Gnome. KDE has been around longer and is the more mature desktop, but Gnome has a very strong and enthusiastic developer base.

**Gnome Desktop Localization**

At the time of this writing (Feb.'05), the Gnome desktop project had 87 language localization projects listed on [http://l10n-status.gnome.org](http://l10n-status.gnome.org). The completion status of each project is shown graphically on the site: green bars indicate the percentage of translated messages, red untranslated, and blue indicates “fuzzy”.

Some of the more unusual languages represented on the site are Old English and Interlingua. Old English was used for a period of about 700 years, from the time of the Anglo-Saxon migrations into England around 450 A.D. until some time after the Norman Invasion in 1066. As far as I know, no one today speaks Old English. No matter, this project may find great favor with Medievalists. Currently, the project has only translated about 153 out of a total of more than 27,000 messages present in Gnome version 2.8.

Interlingua is a “planned auxilliary language” created by the International Auxilliary Language Association (IALA) in 1951. The Old English and Interlingua localization projects may be nothing more than interesting artifacts that are bound to turn up in an Open Source “ecosystem”. On the other hand, if the Old English localization project survives, it might give new meaning to the term “Beowulf cluster”.

---

1. “Beowulf clusters” are scalable computer clusters based on commodity hardware using Open Source (Linux) software: see [http://www.beowulf.org](http://www.beowulf.org). “Beowulf” is also the title of the epic poem about a great Scandinavian warrior written in Old English sometime before the 10th century A.D.
This list displays the 40 most complete language localizations in the Gnome 2.8 desktop as of January, 2005. All of these localization projects are more than 80% complete. Note the presence of Basque, a language of only 588,000 speakers\(^1\), and Welsh with only 580,000 speakers.

Also note the presence of Indonesian. The internet was introduced into Indonesia in 1994, and internet penetration in Indonesia in 2000 was only about 0.1%\(^2\).

Now let's take a look at the KDE project ...

1. All statistics on the number of speakers of various languages are based on data obtained from the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR) Universal Declaration of Human Rights web pages at [http://www.unhcr.ch/udhr/navigate/alpha.htm](http://www.unhcr.ch/udhr/navigate/alpha.htm).

2. Zuraida Boerhandoeddin, E-Commerce in Indonesia, [http://www.isoc.org/net2000/cdproceedings/7c/7c_3#s2](http://www.isoc.org/net2000/cdproceedings/7c/7c_3#s2).
KDE Desktop Localization

The KDE project has an equivalently lucid web site at http://i18n.kde.org devoted to showing progress on 78 language localization projects (as of Jan. '05). As was true with Gnome, one can easily pick out some interesting facts from these statistics for the KDE 3.3 branch:

- Catalan (Catalan), spoken by about 4.3 million people in Catalonia, Spain, and Andorra, is more than 95% translated.
- Tajik (Tajiki), a language spoken by nearly 4.4 million people in Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, and other places in Central Asia, is 94% complete.
- Slovenian, spoken by just 2.2 million people, is over 88% complete.
- Icelandic, spoken by just 282,845 people in 2001, is already 77.5% complete.

And in the “honorably mention” category, we have:

- Welsh (Cymraeg, 580,000 speakers) is 51% complete.
- Xhosa, a language of 6.8 million speakers in South and Southeast Africa, is over 48% complete.

An interesting phenomenon in both the KDE and Gnome projects is that languages spoken by relatively small numbers of people in the world, and languages spoken in regions of the world with almost no IT presence until recently (such as Indonesia, Central Asia, and Africa), are beginning to have a fairly impressive presence (judging by message translation statistics) in these Open Source projects.
Although both Gnome and KDE have an impressive number of localization teams actively working on translations, from a business perspective it is much more relevant to ask how many of these teams have actually reached a state of 80%, 90% or greater completion?

As the chart above shows, both projects provide a large number of essentially complete and nearly-complete “ready for market” localizations. Note that the statistics shown above are inclusive: that is, the 46 languages complete at the 80% or above level for Gnome (leftmost orange bar) includes the 28 completed at the 95% and above level (rightmost orange bar).

As a point of comparison, in a TechNet article\(^1\) from April, 2003, Edward Ye and Steve Jang of Microsoft define a “fully localized” version of Windows XP as providing “a desktop user with approximately 80% localized user experience.” At the time of that writing, Microsoft Windows XP was available in 24 fully localized versions and in 33 “Language Interface Packs” which install on top of the English version of XP. In contrast, Apple provides complete localizations for 15 languages in OSX.

---

Since KDE started before Gnome, I wondered how Gnome had managed to quickly achieve support for a greater number of languages at the 80% and above level?

It turns out the answer is fairly straightforward: KDE has nearly 70,000 (69,821) messages in the 3.3 branch. This is a bit more than 2½ times the number of messages found in Gnome version 2.8 (27,737 messages). If you compare how many languages there are in either project localized up to a certain number of messages – say Gnome 2.8's level of almost 28,000 messages-- then you find that the two projects are on an almost equal footing, although Gnome still has a greater number of language localization projects overall.

As we have seen in this brief globalization survey, Linux is, to a large extent, already all over the map. Let's examine, from a technical perspective, how it got there ...
Here in **Part Two** we will look at the Unicode-based infrastructure in Linux that has facilitated the rapid globalization of this Open Source platform.

We'll first take a look at message translation via GNU\(^1\) `gettext()`. We will explore how easy it for developers to use GNU `gettext()` as a first step in internationalizing their programs.

Next we will look at how X11\(^2\), Xft, FreeType, and FontConfig are wired together to provide font services for modern applications on Linux.

An increasingly important area in today's global market is complex text layout (CTL) needed for scripts like Arabic and Devanagari. We will take a look at the various text layout technologies that are currently available in Linux.

Message translation and internationalized text display are only part of the entire localization equation. End users also expect computers to properly display sorted lists, monetary currencies, numbers, times and calendar dates using local conventions. We will wrap up our review of Linux Unicode technologies by taking a brief look at locale support in the GNU glibc C library\(^3\) and on the desktop. We will also look at one input method engine that has support not only for Chinese, Japanese, and Korean (CJK), but also for other scripts like Amharic.

---

The GNU gettext\textsuperscript{1} implementation was first implemented by Sun\textsuperscript{2} in the Solaris operating system. GNU gettext allows you to internationalize a program in a “minimally invasive” fashion which requires very few changes to existing source code. Virtually all internationalized programs on Linux use GNU gettext.

It would be possible to give an entire talk on using the GNU gettext utilities. In this talk, I will limit the discussion to an overview of GNU gettext illustrating how easy it is to use, and leave many of the details as your homework assignment ;-).

Originally I had chosen “Hello, World!” for this example, but Sandra O’Donnell of the conference review board wanted something more “exciting”, so I decided to use Lewis Carroll’s famous poem, \textit{The Jabberwocky}\textsuperscript{3}, which is of course pathologically difficult to translate\textsuperscript{4} ...

The first step is to prepare program sources. This is easy to do. First, include the “libintl” and “locale” headers. In \texttt{main()}, add the calls to \texttt{setlocale()}, \texttt{bindtextdomain()}, and \texttt{textdomain()}. \texttt{bindtextdomain()} tells the library to look for localized message catalogs for the “jabberwocky” program in the “/usr/share/locale” directory. \texttt{textdomain()} sets the text domain. After that, all that is required is to wrap all translatable strings with calls to \texttt{gettext()}.

For those of you familiar with using Trolltech’s QT toolkit, you may notice that the use of \texttt{gettext()} is just like the use of \texttt{QObject::tr()} in QT. Note however that KDE, even though it is built on top of QT, uses GNU \texttt{gettext()} rather than the QT linguist functions.

\textsuperscript{1}GNU gettext Utilities, \url{http://www.gnu.org/software/gettext/manual/gettext.html}. \textsuperscript{2}Sun Microsystems, \url{http://www.sun.com}. \textsuperscript{3}Found in \textit{Through The Looking Glass}, by Lewis Carroll, first published in December, 1871. \textsuperscript{4}Translating Jabberwocky: \url{http://www76.pair.com/keithlim/jabberwocky/poem/hofstadter.html}.
The GNU gettext manual mentions that some GNU packages use a simple "_" underscore internally, so you might see '_("Jabberwocky")' instead of 'gettext ("Jabberwocky")'. I would not recommend this practice to anyone writing new programs, since it may be unclear to readers of the code what the "_" underscore is supposed to mean, and code clarity is an imperative in any well-written program.
2. Creating the PO Template File

```bash
~> xgettext -o messages.pot jabberwocky.c
~> cp messages.pot de.po
```

```
# SOME DESCRIPTIVE TITLE.
# Copyright (C) YEAR Free Software Foundation, Inc.
# FIRST AUTHOR <EMAIL ADDRESS>, YEAR.
#
#: fuzzy
msgid ""
msgstr ""
"Project-Id-Version: PACKAGE VERSION"
"POT-Creation-Date: 2005-01-12 16:53-0500"
"PO-Revision-Date: YEAR-MO-DA HO:MI+ZONE"
"Last-Translator: FULL NAME <EMAIL ADDRESS>
"Language-Team: LANGUAGE <LL@LI.ORG>
"MIME-Version: 1.0"
"Content-Type: text/plain; charset=CHARSET"
"Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8-bit"

#: main.c:6
msgid "Twas brillig, and the slithy toves"
msgstr "Es brillig war, Die schlichte Toven"
```

After you have modified your program sources, the `xgettext` utility allows you to extract the translatable strings into a “portable object template” (POT) file. This file becomes the template for your various translation files. For example, after filling in the relevant information regarding your package (in blue), you would copy the POT file to “de.po” to use for the German translation. The “PO” extension indicates that the database is in a portable, human-readable format.

Although the GNU glibc internationalization library allows you to use any number of valid ISO and other national encoding standards, to ensure that your translation files are truly portable and readable by everyone, I highly recommend that you always use UTF-8 as the encoding format. Major Linux distributions like Novell/SuSE and Redhat are already using UTF-8 locales by default in almost all cases, and therefore you should too.

The translation database itself simply consists of a series of key-value pairs, where the `msgid` in English is the key, and the `msgstr` in the target language (German in this case) is the value for that key.

In the third part of this talk we will take a look at `KBabel` which gives you a graphical environment for editing and managing PO translation files.
Once you have completed translating your message catalogs, the `msgfmt` utility is used to create binary “machine object” (MO) versions of your catalogs. Once that is done, all that is left is to install the message catalogs and test the program.

In real projects on Linux, the paths where message catalogs will be installed are configured when you run `autoconf`'s `./configure` script. Usually the `./configure` script is responsible for creating a `config.h` header file that contains the actual path that will be passed to `bindtextdomain()`. Additionally, in a real project you would run `msgfmt` and the installation routines from a project's `Makefile`.

Now that we understand how to get localized text messages into a Linux program, let's examine the infrastructure underlying the display of those messages on the desktop.

1. Autoconf is a tool used to create shell scripts used for automatically configuring source code software packages on Linux/Unix systems: http://www.gnu.org/software/autoconf.
The X Protocol was developed in the mid 1980's to provide a network-transparent graphical user interface (GUI) for the UNIX operating system. The X server represents the display server, while X clients are software applications started by the user. Although X clients may talk to Xlib directly (as illustrated on the left), it is now much more common to use a GUI toolkit such as GTK+\(^1\) or QT\(^2\) (right).

Historically, the X client application would typically run on a remote machine, such as a computational server which had greater computing power than the local display machine. Nowadays, with the ubiquity of PCs, applications are often run on the same machine as the X server. Regardless of whether an application is run remotely or locally, X uses an asynchronous network protocol for communication between the X client and the X server. All the details of the hardware and operating system are hidden from the application. This greatly simplifies the development of X client applications and makes X-based apps highly portable across numerous operating systems. This portability is one reason for X Windows continuing appeal – "resurgence" might be more accurate -- despite the age of the technology.

Although network transparency and application portability have continued to be highly desired, other aspects of X Windows, such as the original graphics drawing and font-handling systems, could not meet the demands of modern desktops like KDE and Gnome. As a result, a number of extensions to X have been created to resolve serious shortcomings in the original technology. In the next few slides, we will look at the XRender and XFT extensions which are partially responsible for the resurgence of X and the wider acceptance of Linux as a desktop OS.

XRender was developed by Keith Packard around 2000. Keith solicited input from numerous players in the X windowing system community, including developers in the XFree86, QT, KDE, GTK, Gnome, and OpenGL projects.

The XRender extension replaced the pixel-based model of rendering graphics with an RGB-based model. The extension also implemented the compositing operations of Thomas Porter and Tom Duff. This introduced transparency and a natural way to mix colors.

Since XRender introduced transparency, it was now possible to treat partial pixels along the edges of geometric objects as if they were translucent and thus approximate anti-aliasing.

Also, XRender provided a way for applications to cache glyph images within the X server (in a GlyphSet) and then to rasterize a sequence of cached glyphs. Each Glyph in a GlyphSet is essentially a Picture with additional geometric positioning and glyph advance information. XRender also allowed for the incremental rasterization of glyphs, thus eliminating the inefficiencies of rasterizing every glyph in a CJK font, for example.

When XRender was first developed, there was concern about the increase in network traffic caused by the need for clients to send rasterized glyph images to the server for caching. However, tests proved that the glyph image traffic was more than offset by the fact that the X server no longer needed to send font names and glyph metrics to the client.

Note that X-render does not itself have font support: applications are responsible for locating and rasterizing glyphs and obtaining the geometric information associated with glyphs.

This led Keith Packard and others to develop Xft ...
David Turner and others had developed an Open Source font rasterizer called “FreeType”\(^1\). FreeType was already a fairly mature project when Keith Packard started working on Xft. FreeType2, the successor to the original FreeType library, was designed to be compact, efficient, and portable across all kinds of systems, including embedded systems. FreeType2 currently supports over 11 different font formats, including both the TrueType and CFF variants of OpenType and font formats used on X11 such as PCF and BDF formats.

Xft\(^2\) provides the glue that allows X client applications to interface to the FreeType2 font rasterizer and to the XRender extension. In order to greatly simplify the design of the library, all text output routines accept only Unicode-encoded data. Since neither FreeType nor the XRender extension provided any kind of font configuration or customization mechanisms, Xft originally handled this. Later, during a redesign of Xft, the font configuration and customization portions of the library were broken out into a separate library called FontConfig.

FontConfig\(^3\) permits applications to locate fonts installed on the system and uses sophisticated font matching and selection algorithms to identify fonts according to certain characteristics, such as family, weight, or Unicode range. FontConfig also provides mechanisms for customizing fonts, for example by mapping generic names like “sans-serif”, “serif”, and “monospace” to fonts available on the system. Configuration information is stored in XML-based files, such as the system-wide `/etc/fonts/fonts.conf` file.

---

1. Excellent documentation on FreeType is available at [http://www.freetype.org](http://www.freetype.org).
Here is a truncated version of the global `/etc/fonts/fonts.conf` XML file.

At the top specifications for font directory search paths are enumerated.

Aliases for mapping the generic category of “serif” fonts to fonts actually available on the system are shown next. The font names shown in this example are open source Unicode fonts (Vera is a Latin font, ShanHeiSun is a Chinese font, Sazanami Mincho is a Japanese font, UnBatang is a Korean font, Nazli is an Arabic/Farsi font, and Norasi is a Thai font). XFT/Fontconfig-aware software, such as the Mozilla/Firefox web browser, can automatically use the fonts listed here when, for example, a CSS style sheet attached to an HTML document specifies a generic “serif” font.

A complete configuration file normally specifies many more options than can be shown here. To begin with, a real configuration file would also have specifications for sans-serif and monospace fonts. The file might also specify options for sub-pixel rendering that are appropriate for LCD monitors. Also there is usually a block that specifies a transformation matrix to use for artificially obliquing fonts which lack real italic or oblique versions. Finally, the global `/etc/fonts/fonts.conf` file normally also contains a line for including a user-specific `~/.fonts.conf` file located in the user's home directory so that individual users may customize font behaviour according to their own liking.
Unicode String Rendering in XFT

XftTextExtents<8,16,32,Utf8>(
    Display *dpy,
    XftFont *font,
    XftChar<8,16,32,8> *string,
    int len,
    XglyphInfo *extents);

XftDrawString<8,16,32,Utf8>(
    XftDraw *d,
    XftColor *color,
    XftFont *font,
    int x,
    int y,
    XftChar<8,16,32,8> *string,
    int len);

As mentioned, XFT accepts only Unicode-encoded strings. The first question in the minds of developers is “which Unicode encoding is required?”. As you can see here, the developers of XFT thoughtfully allow you to use whichever Unicode transformation format you want.

For many projects on Linux, the de facto standard is to use UTF-8. Linux is based on Unix which has historically used byte-based data streams. The design and subsequent use of UTF-8 on Unix allowed many Unix utilities to handle Unicode data streams with minimal changes to the existing byte-oriented code. UTF-8 continues to be the preferred Unicode transformation format on Linux today for numerous reasons\(^1\) which tend to simplify things for the Linux programmer. Thus, many projects on Linux make use of XftDrawStringUtf8() which accepts an ordinary ANSI C string containing UTF-8 text. However, if you need to, you can use XftDrawString16() to process UTF-16 strings, or XftDrawString32() to process UCS-4 strings.

1. Advantages of UTF-8 include, but are not limited to: © ASCII characters are transported transparently in UTF-8 streams, © Regardless of whether you begin parsing at the start, middle, or end of a UTF-8 string, you can always quickly locate the lead bytes which serve as synchronization points in a string, © Comparing UTF-8 strings using ANSI C strcmp() preserves Unicode canonical sorting just as if you had done the string comparison using wscmp() on UCS-4 strings, © no byte order mark (BOM) is required. One can enumerate additional arguments in favor of UTF-8 for Linux and Unix platforms: see Google's cached copy of Roman Czyborra's page on Unicode transformation formats, http://64.233.167.104/search?q=cache:Kw7QqNNqjaUj:czyborra.com/utf/.
As a result of the work of Keith Packard, David Turner, and many others, X11 now has two font systems: (1) the original Core Font System, and (2) the modern Xft system. Taken together, XRender, Xft, FreeType, and FontConfig have solved a host of problems that previously plagued the X windowing system.

Applications now have full access to font files, and thus the full control needed for advanced typography such as kerning and ligature substitution. Fontconfig provides sophisticated font pattern matching. XRender supports antialiasing on modern X servers such as X.org and XFree86, but is smart enough to fall back to the old X Core rendering when talking to X servers that do not support the Render extension.

Both Trolltech's QT toolkit and the Gimp GTK+ toolkit use Xft. As a result, the two most popular Linux desktop environments, KDE (built on top of QT) and Gnome (built using GTK+), as well as a host of other important modern applications such as the Mozilla and Firefox web browsers, all take advantage of Xft.

Developers wishing to build modern applications for the Linux operating system no longer need to be constrained by the historical X Core font system. By using a modern toolkit like QT or GTK+, or an application framework like Gnome or KDE, developers have complete access to modern font services.

While Xft along with FreeType2 and FontConfig provide ample font services, we still need to look at the question of text services, especially the problem of complex text layout (CTL) services needed for a host of important world scripts, including such scripts as Arabic, Syriac, Devanagari, Bengali, Thai, Khmer, Tibetan, and so on ...
The Complex Text Layout (CTL) Landscape

Focus:
1. Pango
2. ICU Layout Engine
3. QT
4. “m17n” Multilingualization Library

Additional Projects:
5. TDL’s Indix
6. SIL Graphite
7. FreeType Layout

On Apple OS X, there is ATSUI\(^1\). On Windows, there is Uniscribe\(^2\). End of story! But on Linux, it is quite a different story! On Linux, there are: (1) Owen Taylor’s Pango library, (2) Eric Mader’s Layout Engine in IBM’s International Components for Unicode (ICU), (3) TrollTech’s QT toolkit, and (4) Japan’s National Institute of Advanced Science and Technology’s (AIST) “m17n” multilingual layout library. In addition to these four, there are also (5) India’s TDIL Indix project\(^3\), (6) SIL International’s Graphite\(^4\) project, and, finally, (7) the still vaporous FreeType Layout\(^5\) project.

The Complex Text Layout landscape in Linux is ... complex! Different software can exhibit differing levels of support for CTL scripts like Arabic or Kannada. Some scripts, like Bumese and Khmer, are currently hardly supported at all in the majority of software on Linux today. The situation is confusing if you are a software developer or provider. It is even more confusing if you are an end-user of Linux trying to fathom why, for example, Kannada is rendered correctly in a Gnome program, but shows rendering artifacts in OpenOffice even when using the very same OpenType font in both software packages.

In this talk, we focus on the top four projects listed above. We could use many different metrics to compare these projects. For example, developers might want to know whether the software is written in C or in C++. It would also be helpful to know whether the documentation is good or poor. However, the most important metric in my mind is simply how many different CTL scripts does the layout engine actually support? In addition to introducing these four projects, I will be presenting which CTL scripts are currently supported, or will soon be supported, in these libraries.

---

Pango\textsuperscript{1} is the internationalized text layout library written in C by Owen Taylor for the Gnome project. The name “Pango” derives from the Greek “παν” meaning “all”, and the Japanese “語” “go” meaning language. Although Pango is used in the Gnome project, Pango is only dependent on the low-level glib library (part of the GTK+ project). No other GTK+/Gnome libraries are required. Pango can be built with backends to FreeType, X, and Xft. Thus it is fairly easy to use Pango in other projects that are not related to the Gnome desktop. For example, we are currently using Pango as the layout engine for the LASI\textsuperscript{2} Unicode Postscript printing library in Dr. Richard's lab at the Kellogg Eye Center.

\textsuperscript{1} Pango, \url{http://www.pango.org}.
\textsuperscript{2} LASI, \url{http://eyegene.ophthy.med.umich.edu/asi/}.
Pango version 1.8 was released in December of 2004. In this chart, stars indicate full OpenType support for scripts in Pango version 1.8.

Eric Mader, the author of ICU’s Layout Engine, ported OpenType support for the majority of Indic scripts to Pango about two years ago.

The Arabic support includes full OpenType support for vowel marks and positioning for Nashtaliq slanted baselines needed for languages like Urdu. Hebrew support includes OpenType support to position cantillation marks.

Release 1.8 added support for Syriac, Sinhala, Lao, and Tibetan scripts. The KhmerOS project\(^1\) is working on Khmer support in Pango. As of this writing (Feb. ’05) the Khmer module was in the process of being reviewed and revised prior to incorporation into the next release of Pango. The next release of Pango is scheduled for mid-2005, so it is likely that Khmer support will be included in Pango 1.10. Thaana is an RTL script, but is not cursive. Since Pango has OpenType support for Hebrew, it is possible that Thaana may work in Pango but I have not been able to confirm this.

\(^1\) KhmerOS is a project to bring Khmer to computers, [http://www.khmeros.info](http://www.khmeros.info).
IBM’s International Components for Unicode\(^1\) version 3.2 Layout Engine (released Nov. 2004) includes OpenType layout support for the scripts with stars shown above, with the exception of Thai. Thai is supported, but Thai OpenType tables are not yet supported. As is the case with Pango, the Arabic support includes full OpenType support for Nashtaliq.

Eric Mader, the author of ICU’s Layout Engine, told me that some bugs probably still remain in the Indic scripts. The Khanda Ta\(^2\) problem is a known problem in Bengali Unicode support which requires resolution from the Unicode Consortium.

As mentioned, Eric Mader was responsible for porting Indic OpenType support to Pango a few years ago. Since that time, Owen Taylor of RedHat and Mader have collaborated informally in synchronizing bug fixes between Pango and ICU. As a result, users should expect to see very similar results from both Pango and ICU where these engines have overlapping script support.

ICU just got Khmer support at the end of December, 2004. Support for Lao, Myanmar, Tibetan, and Sinhala is still missing. Mader expects that porting Pango’s Sinhala support to ICU will probably not be much trouble.

Note that on Linux, the OpenOffice suite uses ICU’s Layout Engine, although what was used at the time of this writing was an older 2.x version, not the latest 3.2 version. On Windows, OpenOffice uses Uniscribe.

QT³ is a cross-platform C++ application framework released by Trolltech. Open Source versions for the X11 platform are available for those creating Open Source software.

The KDE desktop uses QT as its base technology. This table shows CTL scripts supported by QT version 3.3 on the X11 platform at the time of this writing (Jan. '05). Script support on Windows or Apple OSX may be slightly different.

Support for the complex scripts shown above (and of course other non-complex scripts present in Unicode) is completely transparent to the programmer. The programmer can, for the most part, just use QT's QString, QLine Edit, QTextEdit, QLabel, and derived classes. As QT provides a complete object-oriented application framework that is also cross-platform, it certainly represents a very attractive option for software developers and businesses looking to expand into the Linux market.

In contrast, IBM's ICU is platform-independent but cannot directly display text without having a concrete rendering class written on top of the platform-agnostic base class.

The “m17n”\textsuperscript{1} Multilingualization library is a project developed by Japan's National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST). The library is written in C. The library has many interesting features.

Multilingual text is represented using an “\texttt{MText}” object. An \texttt{MText} object is basically a string with attributes called text properties. The \texttt{MText} object is designed to be used in place of ordinary C strings in code. An \texttt{MText} can have zero or more text properties. Text properties consist of key-value pairs. In addition to text properties, individual characters can also have properties. Character properties are also key-value pairs. A data structure called a \texttt{Chartable} is used to store per-character properties in an efficient manner. Functions are provided for serializing \texttt{MText} data to and from XML.

The character code space from 0 to 0x10FFFF represents Unicode, while the code space beyond 0x10FFFF all the way out to 0x3FFFFF might be used for processing scripts not yet included in Unicode. Naoto Takahashi, a senior research scientist from AIST, is describing this library in detail in his talk here at the conference entitled “\textbf{A Library for Multilingual Text Processing}” (Session B13).

\begin{itemize}
\item Developed by Japan's AIST
\item \texttt{MText} object = string with attributes
\item Text properties = key-value pairs
\item Char properties = key-value pairs
\item Chartables maintain per-char data efficiently.
\item \texttt{MText} can be serialized to XML.
\item Character code space encompasses Unicode from 0 to 0x10FFFF, then non-Unicode out to 0x3FFFFF.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{1} The m17n Library, \url{http://www.m17n.org}. 


m17n CTL Script Support

The m17n team appears to be hard at work insuring that all scripts defined in Unicode are supported. Notice that m17n has support for both Khmer and Myanmar, as well as Thaana and Sinhala. I could not find Syriac listed on the m17n web site: I wonder if this is just an omission.

The m17n web site provides a demo where you can submit a sample of text to be rendered on their server. This is a good way to prove to yourself how well a script is supported. (My only disappointment using the web demo was that the web application does not let you choose fonts, as some of the default fonts used by the web app are not good. For example, Thai is rendered using the Bitstream Cyberbit font which has typographically incorrect placement of certain vowels and tone marks —perhaps they should take a look at my Unicode Font Guide for Free/Libre Open Source Operating Systems1).

---

Here is a screenshot of the Firefox browser from Mozilla.org compiled to use the m17n library, shown here rendering “Hello” in Southeast Asian and East Asian languages. This is one of the m17n team's experimental projects. (They have also tied m17n to the Cairo\textsuperscript{1} SVG rendering library and to the MagicPoint\textsuperscript{2} presentation program). Notice the Myanmar and Khmer examples. (In this screenshot you can also see the problem with using Bitstream Cyberbit for rendering Thai).

---

So far we have covered message translation and internationalized text display in Linux. To complete the internationalization equation, let's look at locale data. Locale data are important for insuring the proper display of sorted lists (i.e., collation), monetary currencies, numbers, times, calendar dates, and other regional preferences.

Glibc is the GNU C library implementation for GNU Hurd\(^1\) and Linux systems. In addition to providing a high-performance and standards-conforming\(^2\) C library, it is extensively internationalized. The latest release, version 2.3.4, is packaged with 189 locales. The locale data used by glibc are in the POSIX format, a sample of which is shown in the background here.

The Unicode Consortium's Common Locale Data Repository (CLDR)\(^3\) project was originally developed under the sponsorship of the Linux Application Development Environment (LADE) of the Free Standards Group\(^4\)'s Open Internationalization Initiative\(^5\). Locale data in CLDR are collected and stored in an XML format known as the Locale Data Markup Language (LDML)\(^6\). One goal of the CLDR was to be compatible with existing locale specifications, such as the POSIX specification. A transformer is used to translate locale data in the master XML format into the POSIX format required by glibc\(^7\). Note that CLDR is not just for Linux – it is the master locale data repository for IBM's ICU framework and for Java as well.

---

For the end user, changing or modifying the locale in the modern desktop environment provided by KDE is quite simple. The KDE Country, Region and Language Dialog shown here may be accessed from the KDE Control Center. Individual preferences for numbers, dates, monetary and calendar display can be specified to override the defaults provided for a given locale. Changes affect newly-started applications immediately.
In this screen shot, the Hijri calendar is being selected for use in an American English (i.e., “en_US.UTF-8”) locale.

Let’s compare this feature with Windows XP. Windows XP also lets you choose the Hijri calendar: however, to use it, you must first select an Arabic locale. KDE does not impose such a restriction. The fact that the Hijri calendar is not dependent on an Arabic locale in KDE is a natural outcome of the modular design of almost every facet of Linux.
A final aspect of localization technology worth discussing is input method engines (IMEs). Input method software is an absolute necessity for languages such as Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. In East Asia, users typically enter word pronunciation phonetically, and then pick characters or character compounds from a pick list. Intelligent input methods strive to sort the pick lists based on which characters are used most frequently, based on the context of the text already entered, or a combination of both. Input methods are also useful for alphabetic scripts, for example to make it easier for users to enter diacritical marks, or to guarantee canonical character ordering.

While other IMEs for Linux do exist, James Su's Smart Common Input Method (SCIM) platform\(^1\) is arguably the best and most comprehensive. SCIM not only provides a user-friendly platform for end users, but also makes it very easy for developers to add additional input methods. The platform installs seamlessly into the desktop tray on both the KDE and Gnome desktops. SCIM currently provides a wide range of input methods covering Chinese, Japanese, Korean, modern Vietnamese, Amharic, and Russian. Composing and dead key support is built in. On the backend, SCIM talks to XIM.

Compared to, say, trying to write or decipher an XKB keyboard map for X11, adding a new input method to SCIM is very easy to do. Input method data files are simple UTF-8 files – a snippet from the 自然码 zíránmǎ (自然双拼 zíránshuāngpīn) table is shown above to give you an idea. The simple UTF-8 format makes it easy to understand and debug. The first column indicates what keys on a QWERTY keyboard to type, the second column shows the Chinese character, and the third column contains a number related to that character's usage frequency. Input methods for syllabaries or alphabetic scripts do not require the third column.

\(^1\) SCIM: [http://www.scim-im.org](http://www.scim-im.org)
Unlike the X Input Method framework which is tied to the X windowing architecture, IIIMF is a modern, platform and windowing system-independent input method framework developed by Hideki Hiura, the original author of XIM.

IIIMF is based on a modern client-server architecture which allows multiple language engines to run concurrently. IIIMF not only provides an X Window client framework (IIIMXCF), it also provides client frameworks for Java2, Emacs, GTK+, QT and Windows in addition to the generic libiiimcf C client framework library.

You can currently try out IIIMF in Redhat's Fedora Core 3. Other Linux distributors are certain to follow suit in the near future.
Part Three
Globalization Software

What software is being used to accomplish it?

1. Yudit Unicode editor
2. KBabel translation assistant
3. FontForge font editor

We have now completed our survey of infrastructure technologies in Linux.

In the final part of this talk, we are going to take a look at three Open Source productivity applications which have played -- and continue to play -- key roles in the Linux globalization process. Although it is difficult to measure the impact that individual software packages have on a large phenomenon like the world-wide globalization of Linux, it is clear that these three have had significant contributing roles in the process.

1. **Yudit**, a Unicode editor
2. **KBabel**, a translation assistant, and
3. **Fontforge**, a font editor
Yudit\textsuperscript{1} is an Open Source Unicode text editor written by Gaspar Sinai. Gaspar had wanted to be able to write Hungarian and Japanese in a single document. He realized that without much additional work, he could create a general Unicode text editor. Yudit can be used under any locale setting. It can even be used on the various free BSD operating systems, like OpenBSD which currently lacks an NLS implementation (A group of Japanese developers has started the Citrus\textsuperscript{2} project to create a complete POSIX NLS implementation with locale/conv and a non-GPL gettext for the *BSD OSes, but I don't think anything is actually available yet).

Yudit is easy to compile (only dependent on X11 libraries), extremely easy to use, and comes with a huge set of keyboard maps. The program even comes with handwriting recognition for Chinese Hanzi and Japanese Kanji (This is a very nice touch, although in actual practice it is much faster to use an external input method engine for CJK text).

In addition, the distribution includes two indispensible utilities: uniprint, which provides Postscript-based printing of your Unicode text, and uniconv, which seamlessly converts files between a large number of Unicode and legacy ISO and national encoding formats.

Yudit is now also available for use on Windows too.

\textsuperscript{1} Yudit, \url{http://www.yudit.org}.
\textsuperscript{2} Citrus Project, \url{http://people.freebsd.org/~imp/index-en.html}. 
This slide shows Yudit's keyboard map selection dialog. The current beta version of Yudit, v. 2.7.8, comes with an astounding number of keyboard maps – 125 in all – which have been contributed by Yudit users from around the world.
Yudit Keyboard Map Format

Excerpt from Devanagari keymap

```
"KR^i=0x0959 0x0943",
"KU=0x0959 0x0942",
"Ka=0x0959",
"Kaa=0x0959 0x093e",
"Kaa,c=0x0959 0x0949",
"Kai=0x0959 0x0948",
"Kau=0x0959 0x094c",
"Ke=0x0959 0x0947",
"Ki=0x0959 0x093f",
"Kii=0x0959 0x0940",
"Ko=0x0959 0x094b",
"Ku=0x0959 0x0941",
"Kuu=0x0959 0x0942",
"L=0x0933 0x094d",
"L,h=0x0933 0x094d 0x200c",
"LA=0x0933 0x093e",
```

The uncompiled keyboard maps are in a simple plain text format. Here's an excerpt from a phonetically-based Devanagari keymap for Yudit. As you can see, any number of keystrokes from a plain QWERTY keyboard can be mapped to any sequence of Unicode values. When the keyboard is used to type Devanagari, Yudit will of course apply the correct shaping and glyph reordering rules needed for the display of the Devanagari script.
The Impact of Yudit

Date: 23 Apr 2004 09:01:11 -0000
From: Dr Anirban Mitra <anir_udr@rediffmail.com>

Hope you are in the process of developing the next version of Yudit. Your script processor is the best in Free software as far as Bengali (an other indic) script processing is concerned. It has helped us a lot in creating the first Bengali GNU/Linux distro called "Ankur Bangla LiveCD" <url: http://www.bengalinux.org/projects/distro/> . You will be happy to know that Yudit is included as third party software in the distro to help translator in translating the GUIs like GNOME & KDE in Bengali.

...

Because Yudit is simple to set up and simple to use on almost any computer, Yudit has had a significant impact in allowing localization teams the world over to work efficiently. I found the snippet of email shown above in part of the TODO.TXT file included with Yudit 2.7.8 beta 1. After complementing Gaspar Sinai on his software, Dr. Mitra goes on to talk about the Bengali Khanda Ta problem and make some suggestions for improving Yudit.

The open dialog between developers and end-users in Open Source projects, as illustrated in this example from Yudit, fosters a climate of rapid development and bug resolution.
Matthias Keifer's KBabel\(^1\) is a translation assistance tool for editing and managing GNU gettext PO files. The main PO file editor has the ability to search for translations in multiple dictionaries, includes spell and syntax checking, and has the ability to show diffs. The program also includes a catalog manager to help one keep track of PO files, a stand-alone dictionary application, and a "rough translation" tool which allows you to create a set of rough translations from dictionaries as a starting point.

---

KBabel is well-integrated into the KDE desktop. Konqueror is the combined file manager and web browser of the KDE desktop. In this screen shot, Konqueror is being used to browse the contents of a directory containing PO files. KBabel's summary statistics regarding the translation status of each PO file are being displayed on-the-fly in this preview mode. In each pie chart, green indicates translated messages, red untranslated, and blue “fuzzy”.

While many people just use Yudit or some other editor to create PO translation files, I think you can see that KBabel provides a set of convenience and management features which can streamline the tedious process of localizing software, especially in large software projects like KDE.
FontForge is an outline font editor written by George Williams. FontForge can be used to create or edit Postscript, TrueType, OpenType, CID-keyed, multi-master, CFF, SVG and BDF fonts. The program will also permit you to convert fonts from one format to another.

Here the Arphic Unicode Ming font is shown being edited. Arphic Technologies of Taiwan generously released a set of Big5 and GB2312 fonts under an Open Source license. Arne Goetje of the Debian project in Taiwan is now using FontForge to create Unicode-encoded fonts for use on Linux based on the glyphs from the legacy Arphic fonts. He is also adding new glyphs for the Bopomofo extensions for Hakka and Minnan added to Unicode 4.0, as well as Han characters in the Hong Kong Supplemental Character Set (HKSCS).

The Taiwan Debian CJK font project is just one example of many Open Source font development projects made possible by the existence of this free/libre font editor.

Concluding Remarks

On the positive side ...

- Open Source process ➔ Rapid progress
- Powerful Unicode/18n infrastructure & apps ➔ Minimal cost
- Text, UTF-8, XML-based config. files ➔ Easy to customize

On the negative side ...

- Too many CTL engines ➔ Unified library would be better
- Software installation difficult ➔ Best to compile from source
- UTF-8 locales not always default ➔ Legacy encodings are an obstacle.

Linux is not a static system: it is a system that is changing and maturing rapidly. The state of Unicode and internationalization in Linux today reflects this condition of rapid growth in both positive and negative ways.

On the positive side:

① The Open Source development process creates an open dialog between developers and users which results in rapid progress. We saw an example of this with the Unicode editor Yudit which facilitated the efforts of the Bengali Linux localization project.
② A solid Unicode-based infrastructure and powerful applications are available to both developers and end users at minimal cost or nearly free. A professional font design program for Windows or Mac costs about U.S. $ 349.00, or nearly 1/5 the annual salary of a person in Bangladesh. In contrast, George Williams’ FontForge program is free and yet has a sufficiently powerful feature set for professional work.
③ Essentially all configuration files, locale files, message translation files, keyboard maps, and input method maps are in plain ASCII text, plain UTF-8 text, or XML formats. This makes Linux systems easy to customize using a simple text editor like vi or Yudit.

On the negative side:

① There are too many complex text layout engines. It would be better if efforts were unified in the design of a single, toolkit-independent library following the examples provided by FontConfig and FreeType. Will the “FreeType Layout” library (not released yet) emerge as a future contender for the CTL title?
② Software installation on Linux is still too difficult for the average user. In real life, the RPM software package system used by Redhat and SuSE doesn’t work as well as some competing systems (Debian’s apt-get, for example). Compiling from source works best, but some “user” distributions don’t have developer tools installed by default.
③ Although Redhat and SuSE now use UTF-8 locales by default, many of the other Linux distributions still default to legacy encodings. This is an unnecessary obstacle.
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The slides in this appendix highlight a few aspects of the software development work that I am currently leading in Dr. Julia Richards lab at the Kellogg Eye Center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

**Madeline** is a program I developed for facilitating data management in genetic linkage studies. Linkage analysis is a technique for finding the disease-causing “needles” (genes) in the genetic “haystack” of a family.

Madeline fundamentally consists of a database engine merged with an engine that understands how people are related to one another in pedigrees. In addition to being able to transform data into numerous formats and draw pedigrees used in genetic linkage analysis, the program allows one to run queries that require an understanding of the relationships between people. For example, I might ask the program to show me all of the families that have a pair of affected siblings where both parents are unaffected.

This slide highlights some of the new things we are working on for Madeline version 2 which will be a complete re-write of the program from the ground up. We are taking an object-oriented approach in redesigning the program using modern C++.

In collecting medical information on extended families, it is common to obtain only approximate information about some family members or sampled individuals. Doctors may record approximate values in medical records, and patients may not be able to recall exactly when they began having symptoms.

Most database systems simply cannot handle approximations, but in Madeline 2 we are designing classes which will be able to distinguish and record precise values, missing values, and imprecise values in the form of approximations or ranges ...
In addition to being able to handle approximate numeric and date values, we have also implemented a digit converter class that converts numerals written in other scripts to common Arabic-Indic digits. Thus, as shown here, UTF-8 strings containing dates of birth written in other scripts can be passed directly to the set() method or constructor of the `Date` class. The `DigitConverter` class first performs a low-cost check of whether the string contains UTF-8 versus plain ASCII. If the string contains only ASCII, nothing needs to be done and the `DigitConverter` simply returns the string unchanged, thus minimizing overhead while still handling Unicode data in a seamless manner.
Madeline version 2 will also include the LASi library written by Larry Siden\(^1\) in order to be able to produce Postscript output such as pedigree drawings and plots of analysis results containing Unicode strings.

As shown above, LASi provides a Postscript document class with stream operators that allow the user to create a Postscript document using familiar postscript commands like “moveto”. And, in order to handle Unicode in the most seamless manner possible, LASi implements methods like `setFont()`, `setFontSize()`, and `show()` which are patterned after the Postscript `setfont`, `setfontsize`, and `show` operators but manage UTF-8 Unicode strings directly.

On the backend, LASi uses Pango and FreeType in order to provide Complex Text Layout (CTL) services for laying out scripts like Arabic and Thai. As a result, programmers can easily produce very attractive Postscript output containing Unicode text with no more than the most basic understanding of the Postscript language. The programmer is freed from the complex details of glyph substitution and reordering, Postscript font dictionaries, or horrible things like CID fonts.

---

1. LASi [http://eyegene.ophthy.med.umich.edu/lasi](http://eyegene.ophthy.med.umich.edu/lasi)